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Abstract: Quality of Service (QoS) is an increasingly important concern in todays 
complex network environments. Delivering QoS guarantees requires an efficient fault 
management that is specifically tailored to the QoS handling. A model and an algorithm 
for fault isolation and event correlation in QoS-enabled distributed systems is presented. 
The model and the algorithm reflect the fact that the notion of a fault in QoS-enabled 
systems is different from the conventional fault model. The model concentrates on the 
service dependencies and incorporates different QoS levels. The algorithm reconstructs 
fault propagation during run-time by exploring the service dependencies. 

Keywords: QoS management, service management, fault management, fault iso
lation 

1 INTRODUCTION 

With the increasing size and complexity of distributed systems in enterprises as well 
as in telecommunication environments, Quality of Service (QoS) concerns become in
creasingly important. QoS addresses the non-functional properties of a service, such as 
reliability, availability and performance. Delivering QoS guarantees is directly linked 
to an efficient fault management that is able to handle QoS violations in the context of 
other faults. Therefore, the management of complex, QoS-enabled distributed systems 
becomes a very complex and very cost intensive task. 
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4 QUALITY OF SERVICE 

The organizational structure of QoS-enabled distributed systems is such that service 
users negotiate QoS contracts, i.e. service level agreements, with the service providers. 
These agreements control the extend, type, quality, and the price of the service. Often 
penalties are also defined if the agreed service quality cannot be maintained. 

Integrated network, system, and service management is a key technology for service 
providers to ensure the quality of their services and to satisfy the QoS guarantees. Fault 
management plays a major role to provide the availability and the quality of service 
in such a system. Today's management systems usually do not have specific tools to 
support service providers in managing the quality of the service they deliver from a user 
perspective. The target of most of these systems are the physical and logical resources 
that are part of a distributed system. In order to manage the QoS that is delivered to the 
customer, these systems must be able to explicitly represent the service relationships 
and properties. 

This paper presents a modeling framework called Service Dependency Model 
(SDM) for a service-oriented modeling of distributed systems that explicitly incor
porates the modelling of QoS. Different layers and components of the distributed 
system will be modelled using the same generic concept in order to provide an inte
grated, service-oriented model of the entire system. The primary goal of this model 
is to provide support for service-oriented fault management, e.g. the determination of 
the root cause of a service failure or the determination of the set of services affected 
by a faulty ressource in the network. 

In the following we will make use of the service definition introduced by [1]: The 
service delivered by a system is its behavior as it is perceived by the user( s); a user is 
another system (human or physical) which interacts with the/ormer. 

A failure denotes the fact that a service does not deliver its quality as expected, 
i.e. specified in a service level agreement. A symptom is a failure that exists because 
of another failure in the system. In contrast, a failure is called a root cause if this 
failure is not caused by another failure in the system. Fault isolation is the process of 
identifying the root cause for a given symptom. Event correlation groups all problem 
indicators (i.e. events) whose generation have been caused by the same root cause 
together. 

Section 2 discusses the related work in the two different areas fault isolation/event 
correlation and service oriented modeling. Section 3 summarizes the requirements for 

. the fault management model before the Service Dependency Model is introduced in 
Section 4. Section 5 describes an algorithm for fault isolation based on the SDM. An 
example illustrates the principles and application of the algorithm. The paper ends with 
concluding remarks in Section 6 that contain references and summaries of two field 
studies that have been performed applying the SDM to different distributed systems. 

2 RELATED WORK 

Most known techniques for fault isolation and event correlation can be classified 
by one of four different approaches. Subsequently, these approaches are sketched, the 
key references are mentioned and the advantages and drawbacks are discussed. 
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Many published concepts and implementations use artificial intelligence methods 
for fault management. To overcome the lack of structure in the rule bases, the second 
generation of expert systems, called model based reasoning systems [5, 10] use differ
ent techniques to represent structural knowledge (using object-oriented models) and 
heuristical knowledge (using rules). 

Fault propagation models describe which symptoms will be observed if a specific 
fault occurs. [11] for example use the concept of causality graphs to decode the set 
of observed symptoms. An event modeling language is introduced and an example is 
given how QoS problems can be handled by the system. Model traversing techniques 
reconstruct fault propagation during run-time by using relationships between managed 
objects. Based on an object-oriented network model an event correlation system for 
the physical layer oflarge telecommunication networks is presented by [4]. Our work 
in this area has concentrated on event correlation based on object model traversing 
in Telecommunication Network Management (TMN) systems [6], generic traversal 
of network layer models [9], and traversal of service dependency graphs [7, 8]. The 
technique described in this paper is an extension of the service dependency graph based 
model traversing technique to QoS management. 

A similar approach is followed by Gruschke [3] for event correlation in distributed 
systems, where dependencies between resources are modeled and event correlation is 
carried out without online interaction with the managed resources. Gruschke's model 
focusses on availability aspects of distributed systems. 

Recently, new approaches for modeling distributed systems have been introduced 
that aim at providing a consistent, high level view on the system to allow management 
applications to work independently of the heterogeneous, often proprietary models 
available for different applications and aspects in distributed systems. [l3] suggests 
an architecture based on ODP concepts to hide the specifics of the proprietary models. 
[12] present a modeling approach for telecommunication networks based on functional 
dependencies between resources, i.e. sub-networks, in the system. Meta Managed 
Objects are introduced in [14] to integrate different network models. 

The TINA Service Architecture [2] provides means to model services in a telecom
munication environment explicitly. The major focus of TINA is not the management 
of these services itself, but an environment for rapid development of new telecommu
nication services. 

The service model in this paper follows a more pragmatic approach focused on the 
management of telecommunication services. 

The literature survey has shown that appropriate techniques exist for specific areas 
of fault management. These tools have advantages and disadvantages that make them 
particularly useful for specific tasks. A high level integration model that provides sup
port for fault management and specifically fault isolation for QoS-enabled distributed 
systems has not been introduced. Most of the techniques and tools providing fault 
isolation and event correlation today operate on resource oriented models. Abstract 
integration models for distributed systems also focus on resources. In order to allow 
monitoring and management of service level agreements a service oriented view on 
the distributed system is needed. 
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3 REQUIREMENTS 

In this paper we present an abstract model for distributed systems best suited to 
support automatic fault isolation including QoS violations. This section lists the key 
requirements for such a model: 

1. Service oriented 

The services that are provided by a distributed system must be the key target 
for modeling, not the resources that are contained in the system. If a user and 
QoS oriented view of the system should be provided, services and service level 
agreements must be modeled explicitly. 

2. Generic model 

A generic model enables generic management applications to perform their tasks 
without specific knowledge about particular resource properties and attributes. 

Thus, fault isolation can be performed without knowledge about a certain re
source. The model hides the specifics of the managed resources. It is not 
required to change the management application to provide fault isolation func
tionality for a new type of network protocol or hardware. Only the appropriate 
object models and agents providing these models have to be developed. 

3. Abstract, integrated model 

All aspects and layers of the distributed system relevant to fault management 
have to be represented in one consistent, generic model of the system. Service 
layer, network layer, and network element layer aspects need to be represented 
in the model using a unique and consistent modeling scheme. 

4. Integrate existing information models 

Information already available in specific information models, e.g. for specific 
applications like relational databases must be utilized and integrated into the 
generic model. 

While realizing this model it is important to select the appropriate level of abstrac
tion. On the one hand this level should be fairly high to limit the complexity of the 
fault management system. Using a high abstraction level enables the modeling of all 
layers of the system and their dependencies in an efficient way. On the other hand 
fault isolation and diagnosis is a very component specific task. Detailed knowledge 
and information about the resources, their behaviour, fault models, and test and repair 
capabilities might be needed. 

4 SERVICE DEPENDENCY MODEL 

The basic concepts of the Service Dependency Model (SDM) have been introduced 
in [7,8]. Here these concepts will be extended to QoS Management. 

In the SDM a distributed system is represented by a set of services and a set of 
dependency relationships. The services represent key services provided by the different 
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layers of the system. System internal services as well as services visible to the outside 
are modeled. A service is for example a communication connection provided by a 
network, CPU time provided on a computer, or a complex application service like a 
teleconference. Dependency relationships link the different service instances in the 
model. A dependency relationship is instantiated in the service dependency model, if 
a service 81 depends on another service 82 to provide its service. 

A teleconferencing application for example depends on the ATM network connec
tivity service between the different partners of the teleconference to provide its service 
to the end user. 

If two services 81 and 82 are linked with a dependency relationship, the underlying 
fault model assumes that the failure of service 81 is caused by service 82, if 82 fails as 
well. The failure of 82 is called the local root cause of the failure of 81, if 81 and 82 

are directly linked by a dependency relationship. 
If the teleconference application does not provide its service and the ATM connec

tion does not provide its service either, it will be assumed that the failure of the ATM 
connection is the local root cause of the failure of the teleconference application. 

The basic model needs further refinement in order to meet the requirements for 
service-oriented, integrated QoS Management. The following modeling constructs 
will be introduced: 

• Quality level 
Describes the QoS that is provided in a unique and generic fashion. 

• Quality view 
Structures the set of quality levels according to certain criteria, e.g. performance 
or availability. 

• Dependency relationship with quality levels and views 
The extended concept of dependency relationships that is aware of quality levels 
and views. 

Before we discuss further details of the modeling concept, the integration of this 
model with the environment will be sketched by the architecture shown in Figure 1. 

The SDM serves as an interface between the generic management applications and 
the specific information models for the specific parts or layers of the system, e.g. 
the MIBs for the teleconference application or a specific ATM network management 
MIB. In general these specific MIBs are called system specific resource models in the 
following. 

4.1 Quality Level 

In the base concept only two different states of a service were known. A service could 
either be enabled (no failure) or disabled (failure). For QoS management a discrete, 
multi element service state set is needed to be able to model several levels of service 
degradation. 

Each service in the system will be measured according to a quality level. The set 
of quality levels is finite and well ordered. Using this generic set of quality levels it is 
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Figure 1. Integration of the SOM in the Environment. 

possible to compare QoS of different layers or components in the system, e.g. the ATM 
network layer and the teleconference application layer. A specific quality level for a 
service will be computed from the attributes of a service object by applying a quality 
level function. Quality level functions are specific for specific service classes. By 
using these functions very specific QoS descriptions can be transformed into generic 
service quality levels. Quality level functions are the major interface between the 
generic SDM and the system specific resource model. 

Figure 2 shows the concept of the quality level function. The QoS is translated to a 
quality level by applying a quality level function. Input for this function are attributes 
of a service that describe the QoS specifically for this type of service. Output is a 
generic quality level. The quality level function provides a mechanism to evaluate the 
QoS of a service in a generic fashion. 

QoS quality level function (QLF) 

• service attributes, 
e.g. th roughput 

performance evaluation 

quality level 

warning 

Figure 2. Mapping specific QoS to generic quality levels. 

The concept of quality levels and quality level functions will be illustrated using 
the known example of the teleconferencing system. The QoS of the application is 
defined based on user requirements by parameters like picture and sound quality (e.g. 
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picture frequency and picture sound synchronization). On the ATM network layer 
parameters like throughput, jitter, and delay are used to characterize QoS. In order to 
enable a generic management application to evaluate the QoS without requiring specific 
knowledge about the details of the QoS definition on each layer, these definitions are 
transfered into generic quality levels. In this example three quality levels (normal, 
warning, critical) are used. The following functions qATM and qTCA define 
the quality level functions for the ATM connection service and the teleconferencing 
service respectively. 

{ normal ¢:? throughput> 128/\ delay < 0.1 
qATM warning ¢:? 64::; throughput < 128 V 0.1 < delay::; 0.5 

critical ¢:? throughput < 64 V delay> 0.5 

{ normal ¢:? frequency> 20 
qTCA = warning ¢:? 10 ::; frequency < 20 

critical ¢:? frequency < 10 

Figure 3 shows the difference between usual QoS mappings and the mapping 
described in this paper. Usually QoS parameters are mapped from layer n to layer 
n -1, see e.g. [15]. Here the QoS parameters from all layers are mapped to a common, 
generic set of quality levels. 

Layer n+2 H 
Layer n+l 

1 f 
Layer n 

Layer n- l 

1 f Stiller mapping 

H .-

.............• 
... , ~ ..... ,. 

..•. Generic Quality 
Leve Set 

--.-- .... -•.. ~ SDM mapping 

Figure 3. Comparison of OoS mapping concepts. 

Quality level functions are not part (or member functions) of service objects pri
marily for two different reasons. First, more than one type of evaluation should be 
possible for a specific service class. For example, it should be possible to evaluate 
the performance and the availability of a specific service using two different service 
quality level functions. Second, service objects are usually specific to certain compo
nents or layers of distributed systems. In order to avoid double instantiation of service 
objects in the system specific resource model and the SDM it is desirable to have SDM 
specific pieces of service objects separated from the service objects themselfs. Using 
this mechanism objects representing the resources that provide services can usually be 
reused as objects representing the service. The quality service level function can act 
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as the primary interface between the system specific resource model and the generic 
SDM. 

4.2 Quality Views 

The purpose of a quality view is to group certain quality level functions for different 
services classes that evaluate the service classes using the same criteria. A performance 
view for example will group all quality level functions that evaluate the performance 
of a service object while an availability view will contain all service quality level 
functions that evaluate the availability of a service. All service quality level functions 
belonging to the same view must have the same image. 

Figure 4 shows the performance and the availability view on the ATM connection 
and the teleconferencing application from the example above. Although the QoS 
parameters for these two components of the distributed system are different (ATM 
uses for example jitter, delay, and throughput as base parameters, while the application 
asks for interruption free video and clear voice transmission), the service quality levels 
are comparable. For each service class a different service quality level function is 

ATM 
connection 

Availabili~ ~ 
~~~ 

;" ... "" / ..... "'" f 
~ I 

~ , 

Teleconference 

system 

Figure 4. Service View Example. 

used for a certain view. A single service can therefore be evaluated under different 
circumstances using different views. In the example in Figure 4 the service quality level 
functions netAvai 1 and appAvai 1 are belonging to the availability view, while the 
functions net Perf and appPerf belong to the performance view. Formally, a view 
is given by a set of tuples of service classes and service quality level functions. Each 
service class that should be treated by the view is listed in the set with it corresponding 
service quality level function. 
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4.3 Dependency Relationships using Quality Levels and Quality Views 

Dependency relationships link a service 81 and a service 82 if 81 depends on 82 to 
provide its service. Dependency relationships must take into account the view and the 
quality level of both services. In light of this requirement, a dependency relationship 
must specify the following two basic parameters: 

1. What is the quality requirement on the service in the provider role? The view 
and expected service quality level must be given. 

2. What are the quality characteristics of the service in the user role that can be 
provided by this service, if the service in the provider role meets its quality 
requirement. Here, also view and quality level must be specified. 

Using these two parameters it can be easily specified that a teleconferencing service 
can only provide quality level normal under the performance view, if the underly
ing ATM connection service provides at least the quality level warning under the 
performance view. 

The following attributes are needed in order to specify these parameters in depen
dency relationships. 

User role: A service object in the user role represents the user of a service. 

User view: The user view defines the view under which the service in the user role 
will be evaluated. 

Quality goal: The quality goal is the quality level that the service in the user role 
could potentially provide, if the service in the provider view would meet its 
quality requirements. 

Provider role: This attribute holds a reference to the service object in the provider 
role. 

Provider view: The provider view defines the view under which the service in the 
provider view will be evaluated. 

Quality requirement: The quality requirement describes the quality level that the 
service in the user role expects from the service in the provider role under the 
view given in the provider view. 

A dependency relationship with the above attributes has the following semantics: 
The service in the user role can only provide the quality level given in the attribute 
quality goal under the view given in the user view, if the service in the provider role pro
vides at least the quality level given in the quality requirement attribute under the view 
given in the provider view attribute. Figure 5(a) shows the graphical representation of 
the dependency relationship with all its attributes. 

The dependency relationship given in Figure 5 (b) describes that the teleconferencing 
service a (in the user role) can only provide the quality level normal under the 
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b 

Figure 5. Graphical representation of a dependency relationship (a) and example (b). 

performance view, if the ATM connection service b (in the provider role) provides at 
least the quality level warning under the performance view. 

A dependency relationship serves as a formal method to model service level agree
ments. 

Example 

In this section we will illustrate the SDM concepts using the example of a simple 
teleconferencing application. Consider a teleconferencing application that uses an 
ATM network to connect several clients that participate in a teleconference with the 
coordinating teleconferencing server. For the purposes of this example we assume that 
the performance of the teleconferencing server depends on the CPU utilization and 
the utilization of the paging space in the machine that runs the server. In addition, 
teleconferencing clients depend on the server and on the ATM connection between the 
client and the server. Figure 6 shows the SDM of this configuration. 

Dependency relationships 5 and 6 are of particular interest. Here, the user view 
and the provider view are different. These examples show how the fault isolation 
algorithms using the SDM can change the view while they are traversing the SDM. 
The CPU and the paging space services are evaluated using a utilization view in order 
to provide a common view that is useful for availability (100 % utilization means no 
availability) and performance (more than about 70 - 80 % utilization means reduced 
performance) evaluation. 

5 THE FAULT ISOLATION ALGORITHM 

Starting point of the fault isolation algorithm is the notification about a failure in the 
system. Goal of the fault isolation is to determine the root cause of the failure. 

A failure in the system in the sense of the SDM is given by a triple of service 
object, view, and quality level function that is no longer provided by the service object 
under the given view. If a teleconferencing application should provide the quality level 
normal under the performance view, but does only provide the level warning this 
is considered as a failure. 
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TeleConfClienCB 

Figure 6. Service Dependency Model of the Teleconferencing System. 

Figure 7 shows the details of the algorithm, where a = (8, v,w) describes a failure 
(service 8 does not provide quality level w under view v. Ul(a) is the set of local root 
causes for the failure a. 

Based on this information the algorithm starts to determine the dependency rela
tionships that match the failure description, i.e. where the failing service matches the 
user role, the view given in the failure description matches the user view and the quality 
level that was not met matches the quality goal. After that, the algorithm checks the 
provider services of all these dependency relationships. It is checked, whether the 
service in the provider role currently provides the quality level given in the quality 
requirement under the view given in the provider view. In order to check this condition, 
the quality level function corresponding to the class of the service object in the provider 
role is calculated from provider view. After that, this quality level function is executed 
for the service object in the provider role. 

If a service in the provider role does not provide the required quality level, the 
search will be continued with this service object. If more than one underlying service 
does not meet the quality requirement, it is assumed that multiple root causes exist for 
the symptom and the search will be continued with all failing services in parallel. If 
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Calculate the set X of dependency relationships with user requirements matching the 
failure a 

For all provider requirements of dependency relationships in X do 

% Include provider requirement in Ul(a) 

Ul(a) empty set? 

For all failures in Ul ( a) 

a is global root cause 

Start Fault Isolation 

Figure 7. Fault Isolation Algorithm. 

no underlying service fails or there do not exist matching dependency relationships the 
current failure under investigation is considered to be a root cause. 

Example 

The fault isolation algorithm will be illustrated in this section using the example SDM 
shown in Figure 6. 

Consider that the CPU utilization of the CPU in node X is more that 80 %. As 
a consequence, the teleconference server running on node X cannot provide optimal 
performance. This also impacts the performance of the teleconferencing clients running 
on node A and node B. 

The algorithm start with the notification of the failure, i.e. that the teleconfer
encing client does not provide quality level normal under the performance view 
a = (TeleConfClient..A,perf,normal). The query for dependency relationships 
that match this failure provides relationships 1 and 2. The provider sides of these 
relationships are investigated. The ATM-A-+X service is tested by applying the ap
propriate quality level function. It shows that the service provides the quality level 
normal under the performance view, so it cannot be the local root cause for the 
failure a. Investigation of the service TeleConfServer-A shows that it does not 
provide the required quality level normal under the performance view. The failure 
b = (TeleConfServer..A, perf, normal) is therefore considered as the local root 
cause for the failure a. The algorithm continues with the investigation of failure b. By 
looking at dependency relationships 5 and 6 and their respective provider sides it is 
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determined that the failure c = (CPU...x, util, less - 70%) is the global root cause 
for failures a and b. 

The algorithm terminates here since there are no dependency relationships defined 
with service cpu...x acting in the user role. 

6 CONCLUSION 

Providing applications with their desired quality of service will be a key requirement 
in future disu-ibuted environments. QoS management includes the handling of QoS 
violations. In this paper we have discussed this topic in the context of general fault 
management. QoS introduces new requirements to fault management systems since the 
conventional faultlnon-fault model is not sufficient for QoS attributes that may assume 
different QoS levels which may be more or less acceptable from the user perspective. 
The presented generic service dependency model captures the specific characteristics 
of QoS management. Based on the model we have developed an algorithm for the 
automatic detection of root faults in QoS-enabled distributed environments. 

The SDM has been used in two field studies (SAP Rl3 application and Web based 
Tele-Education system on top of a ATM VPN) to provide integrated, service-oriented 
fault management. Both projects have successfully underlined the feasibility of the 
approach. The SAP Rl3 prototype used the TMN architecture as a basis for the SDM 
implementation, while the Tele-Education system was modeled using a CORBA based 
implementation of the SDM. 

QoS management has only recently become a major focus of distributed system 
research. Most of the QoS developments so far have occurred in the networking arena. 
From the viewpoint of network and system management QoS handling introduces 
additional requirements that demand an integrated management approach. It will 
take much more research and application experience to fully understand the technical 
implications of QoS-enabled distributed systems. 
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